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Abstract—Research shows that location based routing can
improve the performance and efficiency of communication
in mobile ad hoc networks. From another point of view,
disclosure of location information can cause a serious privacy
risk, especially in environments where different groups of
nodes cannot fully trust each other. In this paper, we propose
a protocol through which a wireless node can achieve config-
urable location privacy by distributing location information
with different levels of perturbations to different groups of
nodes. To achieve this goal, polynomial based personal keys
are deployed for group based location information access. A
modified location based routing protocol with privacy aware-
ness features is introduced. Authentication mechanisms are
designed to protect the genuineness of location information
and prevent impersonation attacks. The efficiency and safety
of the proposed approach are investigated.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the proliferation of positioning devices such as
GPS, location-based routing (LBR) algorithms and services
have been proposed. Since most location based routing
protocols avoid the pre-establishment of forwarding paths,
investigation has shown that they are more efficient than
proactive and on-demand routing protocols.

However, disclosure of location information without
safeguard endangers users’ location privacy and exhibits a
significant potential of abuse. Since the location informa-
tion in data packets can be read by any node in the network,
the privacy concerns must be highlighted. At the same time,
malicious nodes can conduct different attacks on location
information by impersonating a victim node or generating
fake positions. Therefore, an efficient mechanism must be
developed to protect location privacy of wireless nodes and
defend against various attacks while still enabling them to
enjoy the advantages of location based routing.

In this paper, we focus on the environments in which
wireless nodes in a MANET want to achieve a configurable
tradeoff between location privacy and the efficiency of
LBR. Before presenting the details of our approach, we
use an example to illustrate the potential applications.
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We assume that a mobile ad hoc network is formed
by military personnel, and LBR is adopted to support
communications among them. The network members can
be divided into multiple groups based on their ranks and se-
curity clearance levels. This classification also determines
the accuracy of location information of other nodes that
a member can access. For example, a Captain can know
the accurate position of a Private but only a rough position
of a General. Location information at different accuracy
levels provides protection to users’ privacy. At the same
time, routing protocols must be adjusted to preserve the
efficiency of LBR.

Enforcing security and privacy in these environments
puts new challenges to researchers. First, it is different from
traditional multicast problem. In the studied environments,
a wireless node is a member of only one group but it needs
to distribute location information at different accuracy
levels to different groups. Second, since wireless nodes
introduce perturbations to their location information to
protect the privacy, routing protocols must be adjusted to
accomplish data delivery after the packets are transmitted
to only an approximate position. Finally, mechanisms must
be designed to defend against various attacks. For example,
both location servers and position requesters must be able
to verify the origin of the location information.

A straightforward solution to this problem is to deploy
a different public/private key pair for each group. For
example, a Private may encrypt her/his most accurate po-
sition with PubGeneral so that only Generals can read this
information. This approach, although simple, has several
disadvantages. First, traditional asymmetric encryption,
which usually involves exponential computation, is not
efficient for a wireless node when its limited power and
computation capabilities are considered. Second, when a
group change happens, it will cause a large amount of
computation overhead to generate new public-private key
pairs. Finally, since public keys are known to every node,
we cannot verify the sender of the location information
unless additional authentication methods are adopted. In
this way, we cannot defend against malicious attacks such
as node impersonation and modifications to positions.

In this paper, we propose a new mechanism that inte-
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grates perturbation based privacy preservation, polynomial
based key distribution, and a modified location-based rout-
ing protocol to solve this problem. While a wireless node
may get its accurate position through GPS, it will introduce
different levels of noises into the information when it
is distributed to different node groups. Achieved location
privacy can be jointly determined by multiple parameters
such as node density, movement patterns, and perturbation
levels. Location information is encrypted by symmetric
personal keys so that only members of the target group can
read the data. The encryption keys are jointly determined
by polynomials and node IDs so that it is more difficult for
malicious nodes to conduct impersonation attacks. After
packets are transmitted to an approximate position, we
adopt a second stage routing based on anonymous routing
for MANET [1], [2] to accomplish data delivery.

The proposed approach has the following advantages.
First, we achieve a tradeoff between configurable location
privacy and network performance by allowing wireless
nodes to determine perturbation levels by themselves. It
is different from previous mechanisms that depend on a
centralized, trustworthy location broker. Second, symmetric
encryption is more efficient than asymmetric methods and
suits wireless networks better. Third, we integrate poly-
nomial based key distribution and hash chains to defend
against impersonation attacks and protect the authenticity
of location information.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In
Section II, we review the previous efforts that contribute
to our research. Section III presents the details of our ap-
proach. In Section IV, we investigate the overhead, safety,
and achieved privacy of our approach. Finally, Section V
concludes the paper and discusses future extensions.

II. RELATED WORK

Location based routing
Location based routing for MANETs can be divided

into two phases. During the location distribution phase, a
wireless node sends its position to one or several location
servers. During the forwarding strategy phase, an efficient
routing method must be adopted to deliver packets to
the final destination. Several mechanisms [3] depend on
localized broadcast to distribute location information. In
Giordano et al. [4], every node is mapped to a Virtual Home
Region (VHR) by a hash function. The nodes in VHR
are responsible for maintaining location information of the
node. Location servers can also be mapped to multiple
groups of nodes in a distributed manner to reduce the
communication overhead during position queries.

In both Location Aided Routing (LAR) [5] and DREAM
[3] packets are forwarded in a zone area. Several mecha-
nisms [6], [7] based on face traversal have been designed

to help packets recover from the local minimum. Fang
et al. [8] proposed an algorithm to identify local minima
and void regions in the network based on the geometric
properties of the topology. Survey papers with more details
on this problem can be found in [9]–[11].

Polynomial based key management
Polynomial interpolation was first used to implement

threshold secret sharing [12]. Staddon et al. [13] proposed
a self-healing key distribution mechanism with revocation
capability. The group manager uses a bivariate polynomial
as a masking function to privately transmit information to
group members. Liu et al. [14] proposed a more efficient
self-healing group key distribution scheme. Wang et al.
[15] proposed a stateless key management mechanism to
support both intra and inter group multicast.

Symmetric key based authentication
In [16], the author proposed three authentication meth-

ods using symmetric keys. The first one is using diversified
keys with challenge and response procedures. This protocol
needs a large database of information stored at the verifier
side. The second one is using a one time password scheme
for authentication and the third one is using one-time
signatures. A group of mechanisms based on hash chains
and synchronized clocks [17], [18] have been proposed.

Location privacy enforcement
In [19], a middleware architecture and algorithms are

designed to enable a centralized broker to adjust the
resolution of location information along spatial or temporal
dimensions to enforce location privacy. The core idea is
input data perturbation or data cloaking. In [20], a secure
solution for position aided ad hoc routing is provided
based on asymmetric key management. In [21], an onion
structure routing protocol combined with one time public-
private keys was proposed for anonymous routing. In our
approach, personal key shares for symmetric encryption are
adopted to protect the location information.

III. LOCATION BASED ROUTING WITH CONFIGURABLE

LOCATION PRIVACY

A. Assumptions and model of attackers

We assume that links among wireless nodes in the stud-
ied networks are bidirectional. Every node has a permanent
ID that is known by all other nodes in the network. We as-
sume that every node in the network is equipped with GPS.
Therefore, all nodes know their accurate positions and they
have synchronized clocks. All operations described in the
protocol will take place in a finite field Fq, where q is a
prime number with a large enough value.

We assume that wireless nodes can be divided into
multiple groups based on their security clearance levels.
To protect location privacy, they have different privileges



to access location information with different perturbation
levels. Mechanisms to determine the degree of perturbation
and assess achieved privacy will be discussed in Section IV.
Secret keys will be deployed to control access to location
information. Since a node may change its group during
network lifetime, secret keys must be updated to preserve
forward and backward secrecy. The key update operations
during group changes will be investigated in Section IV.

Threats to the proposed approach may come from both
external and internal attackers. We assume that external
attackers can eavesdrop on traffic in the network. However,
they cannot directly compromise encryption keys or reverse
a hash function. Some internal attackers are curious and
they try to get access to location information that is beyond
their security levels. Other internal attackers are malicious
and they try to impersonate other nodes by generating fake
location information. Therefore, both confidentiality and
authenticity of location information must be protected.

B. Predistributed information

In this part, we introduce the information that is dis-
tributed to wireless nodes during the network initiation
procedure. We assume that there are n nodes in the network
and every node has a permanent ID s ∈ (1 · · ·n). We
assume that every node has a function that can securely
generate fake identities for itself. Without losing generality,
we assume that the nodes are divided into three groups G1,
G2, and G3. We also assume that node i is in G1.

To protect the confidentiality of location information and
control access to it, we use t-degree polynomials h(x)
to determine the personal key shares that are used to
encrypt the perturbed position information. As a member
of G1, node i must be able to recover the position in-
formation that is sent to its group. Therefore, it should
be aware of three such functions, h1,1(x), h1,2(x), and
h1,3(x). Here the first and second indexes represent the
destination and source groups of the location packets,
respectively. For example, h1,2(x) is the polynomial to
determine the personal key shares of the nodes in G2 to
send location information to G1. A node u in G2 will get
its personal key share h1,2(u) during the network initiation
procedure. When it sends out its location information with
the accuracy level for G1, it will send out (node u for
G1, Eh1,2(u)(node u, position, timestamp)). When node
i receives this packet, it can apply u to h1,2(x) to calculate
the encryption key and decrypt the packet. To enable node i
to distribute its location information to other groups, it will
get the personal key shares h1,1(i), h2,1(i), and h3,1(i).

We adopt a variation of TESLA [17] to help wireless
nodes authenticate the origin of location information and
prevent impersonation attacks. Every node has its own hash
chain and it will disclose the entries in the reverse order at

a regular time interval. Before a hash entry is disclosed, the
knowledge of that entry can be used to verify the identity
of a node. We assume that every node has a certificate
to prove its ownership of the hash chain. The public key
to verify the certificate is given to every node during the
initiation procedure. Since the hash entries are disclosed
at a regular time interval, a node may have to temporarily
buffer a packet before it can verify the sender. Since GPS
devices provide synchronized clocks to wireless nodes, we
do not need a separate synchronization protocol.

When a group change happens, new polynomials and
personal keys must be distributed to preserve forward and
backward secrecy. We assume that a special node Group
Manager (GM) in the network will accomplish this task.
Mechanisms to generate a GM in a MANET will be
discussed in Section IV. The authenticity of GM’s messages
will also be protected by a hash chain whose entries are
disclosed at a regular time interval.

We assume that during the network lifetime, every group
can have at most m times group member changes. We also
assume that for any single group, the total number of nodes
that change their group membership is smaller than l. We
adopt Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) [22] to distribute new
polynomials during group changes. We treat wireless nodes
in a group as leaf entries and use them to form a balanced
binary tree. Every entry in the tree is assigned a symmetric
key. Every node has the keys corresponding to the path
between its leaf entry and the root of the tree. We also
generate m polynomials with the degree (t + l) for each
group. These functions are represented as fw,j(x), w =
1 · · · 3, j = 1 · · ·m. Every node will receive 2m personal
values determined by these functions of other groups. For
example, node i in G1 will receive f2,j(i) and f3,j(i), j =
1 · · ·m during the initiation procedure. These values are
used to distribute new personal keys during group changes
and the details will be discussed in Section IV.

Table I summarizes the information that is distributed
to wireless nodes during the initiation procedure. We use
node i as an example and we assume that node i is in G1.

C. Distributing perturbed location information

Since every node is equipped with GPS, it can get its
accurate position in real time. We represent the accurate
position of node i as Pi. The node will then add different
levels of noises to Pi to generate the perturbed positions
for different groups. Following the previous example, we
represent them as Pi,1, Pi,2, and Pi,3 respectively.

We adopt a variation of the Virtual Home Region (VHR)
[4] to determine the location servers of a node. Every node
has a function vhr(x) that will map a node identity to
a specific position in the network. Therefore, the virtual
home region of node i is a circle area in the network with



TABLE I
PARAMETERS HELD BY NODE i AND THEIR USAGE.

Parameters Domain Usage

Location information encryption keys
h1,1(x) t-degree polynomial in Fq [x] Polynomial to calculate keys for decrypting location information for a node in G1

h1,2(x) t-degree polynomial in Fq [x] Polynomial to calculate keys for decrypting location information for a node in G2

h1,3(x) t-degree polynomial in Fq [x] Polynomial to calculate keys for decrypting location information for a node in G3

h1,1(i) Fq personal key share to encrypt location information sent to the members of G1

h2,1(i) Fq personal key share to encrypt location information sent to the members of G2

h3,1(i) Fq personal key share to encrypt location information sent to the members of G3

Hash chain for node authentication
hash chain of node i Fq allow other nodes to verify packets from i

Key encryption keys for group changes
Keys in logical key hierarchy Fq recover new polynomials
f2,j(i), f3,j(i), j = 1 · · ·m Fq recover new personal keys

the center (xi, yi)=vhr(i) and a radius r. All nodes in the
VHR will play the role of location servers of node i and
buffer its position information.

We assume that h1 and hs are the first and last entry
of the hash chain of node i and hj+1 = hash(hj). Node
i will disclose the hash entries in the reverse order at a
time interval T . Without losing generality, we assume that
i will update its position information every 10×T . We use
the hash entries to calculate message authentication codes
(MAC) of packets to allow other nodes to verify the sender.
Therefore, node i will estimate the transmission delay
between itself and the servers so that the position update
packets will arrive at the servers before the corresponding
hash entry is disclosed. For example, the following packet
should arrive at the servers before h1000 is disclosed.

((xi, yi), node i, Qi,1 = Eh1,1(i)(i, i1, Pi,1, hash(i1)),

Qi,2 = Eh2,1(i)(i, i2, Pi,2, hash(i2)),

Qi,3 = Eh3,1(i)(i, i3, Pi,3, hash(i3)),

a991 = hash(h991, Qi,1, Qi,2, Qi,3, h991),

a992 = hash(h992, Qi,1, Qi,2, Qi,3, h992),
...

a999 = hash(h999, Qi,1, Qi,2, Qi,3, h999),

hash(h1000, Qi,1, Qi,2, Qi,3, a991, · · · , a999, h1000)

timestamp, hash chain certificate for node i).

Here (xi, yi) represents the position of VHRi; Qi,1 to Qi,3

represent the encrypted positions for different groups; i1 to
i3 are fake identities used later; a991 to a999 are message
authentication code for position requesters; and the next
entry is the authentication code for servers.

The packet will be delivered to nodes in VHRi through
location based routing. When a location server of i receives
the packet, it will first check its clock to make sure that
h1000 has not been disclosed. It will then temporarily
buffer the packet until it receives the hash entry. When
it gets h1000, it will verify its authenticity based on the
certificate of node i. This will also allow it to verify that

Qi,1 to Qi,3 and a991 to a999 are all sent by node i. If
the packet passes all examinations, the server will use the
new position record to replace the old entry of node i.
During the verification procedure, the server does not need
to decrypt the perturbed positions.

D. Acquiring position of destination

When node u in G2 wants to send a packet to node i,
it needs to get i’s position first. u can use the function
vhr(x) to calculate the virtual home region of i and send
out a position request to i’s location servers at (xi, yi). The
request packet will contain:

Position request : ((xi, yi), i, (xu, yu), sequence)
Here (xu, yu) represents the position of node u. Since in
the packet u does not disclose its identity, its location
privacy will not be violated. This information is also used
for location based routing when the reply is sent. The
sequence number is used by u to uniquely label a request.

When any node in VHRi receives this request, it will
search in its database to locate the latest position record of
the node. It will also estimate the transmission delay be-
tween itself and the requester and attach an authentication
code. For example, if the reply will reach at u before h993

is disclosed, the packet will contain:

Position reply : ((xu, yu), sequence, i, Qi,1, Qi,2, Qi,3,
a993, hash chain certificate for i).

(xu, yu) will guide the packet to node u and the sequence
number will help it link the reply to a request.

When node u receives this packet, it will first check
its clock to make sure that the hash entry of i has not
been disclosed. It will buffer the packet until it gets a
copy of h993. Using this hash value, the authenticity of the
encrypted positions can be verified. u will then calculate
the personal key share h2,1(i) so that it can gain access to
the perturbed position Pi,2 and fake ID i2 for G2.

E. Routing the data packet

After acquiring the position of the destination node i, u
can adopt those already-developed location based routing



protocols to deliver data packets to Pi,2. The data packets
will have the format (Pi,2, i2, data message). Since i2 is
a fake ID randomly generated by node i, external attackers
and nodes in other groups cannot link it to the real identity.
Our approach does not depend on any specific location
based routing protocols and it can smoothly switch among
them when a more efficient method is designed.

One problem that we must handle carefully to preserve
the efficiency of location based routing is the perturbed
position. Since node i has added noises to its real position
to construct Pi,2, we can deliver data packets to only the
neighborhood of the destination. A ‘phase-two’ routing
must be conducted to forward the packets from Pi,2 to
node i. We propose to use either localized broadcast or a
variation of the anonymous routing protocols for MANET
[1], [2] to achieve this goal. The fake ID i2 will be
used by node i to identify those packets sent to it. In
most anonymous routing protocols, an intermediate node
will only know the temporary IDs of its upper link and
down link neighbors along the path but not who the
final destination is or how far it is from the destination.
Therefore, the location privacy of node i will be preserved.

IV. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS

In Section III we use an example to illustrate the position
distribution, position query, and routing procedures of
our approach. In this part, we investigate the key update
operations during group changes and the safety, overhead,
and achieved privacy of the mechanism.

A. Key updates during group changes

When a group change happens, secret keys must be
updated to enforce forward and backward secrecy. We
assume that every group can have at most m times group
changes and in each time multiple nodes can switch their
groups. All group changes can be decomposed into two
atomic operations: leaving and joining. Below we use an
example to illustrate the leaving event. Operations during
a joining event will be very similar.

Distributing new polynomials and LKH
We assume that node u leaves G2 in the jth group

change of G2. Since u is no longer a member of the group,
it should not gain access to the position information for G2.
Therefore, the polynomials h2,1(x), h2,2(x), and h2,3(x)
must be updated. As described in Section III, we assume
that nodes in G2 form a logical key hierarchy with the
height of H2. Node u has the secret keys corresponding to
the entries on the path between its leaf node and the tree
root. We represent these keys as ku,1 to ku,H2 . Since every
entry on the path between u and the tree root has a sibling
node, we represent the secret keys corresponding to these
sibling nodes as ku,1 to ku,H2−1 (the tree root does not have

a sibling). We call these keys as complementary keys for
u. Based on the definition of LKH, every remaining node
in G2 will have at least one key in this group. Therefore,
ku,1 to ku,H2−1 can be used to distribute new polynomials.

The group manager GM will generate a random key K2,
the new polynomials h′

2,1(x), h′
2,2(x), and h′

2,3(x), and the
new keys in LKH k′

u,1 to k′
u,H2

. It will then send out the
following packet.

(polynomial update for G2,

Eku,1
(K2), Eku,2

(K2), · · · , Eku,H2−1
(K2),

EK2(h′
2,1(x), h′

2,2(x), h′
2,3(x)),

EK2(Eku,1(k′
u,1), Eku,2(k′

u,2), · · · , Eku,H2
(k′

u,H2
)),

authentication code.)

In the first line, GM states the purpose of the packet. In
the second line, we use the complementary keys for u
to encrypt the secret K2. Every node in G2 but u will
be able to recover the secret. Using K2, they can recover
the new polynomials h′

2,1(x), h′
2,2(x), and h′

2,3(x) through
decrypting the third line. Finally, the new secrets in the
LKH are double encrypted by K2 and the old secrets.
Therefore, only the remaining nodes in G2 that have the old
secrets can recover the new keys. The authenticity of the
packet is protected by the authentication code. This packet
can establish the new polynomials and LKH for G2.

Distributing new personal keys
Since G2 has established its new polynomials, nodes in

G1 and G3 must update their personal key shares. Below
we illustrate the procedure of node i in G1 to get its new
personal key h′

2,1(i). We assume that w nodes have left G1

and their identities can be represented as r1 to rw. Based
on the assumption in Section III, we know that w < l. The
group manager will send out the following packet.

(personal key update for G1,

R2,j(x) = g1(x) · h′
2,1(x) + f2,j(x), r1, r2, · · · , rw,

authentication code).

where g1(x) = (x − r1)(x − r2) · · · (x − rw).
Now let us consider the operations of node i. It can

calculate R2,j(i) and g1(i) by applying its identity to
the polynomials. Since it has received f2,j(i) during the
initiation procedure, it can calculate its new personal key
h′

2,1(i)=R2,j(i)−f2,j(i)
g1(i) . For a different node i′ in G1, since

it does not have the value of f2,j(i), it cannot calculate i’s
personal key. For a node rs, s = 1 · · ·w that has left G1,
since g1(rs) = 0, it will not be able to recover its new
personal key. In this way, nodes in G1 and G3 will get
their new personal secrets.

During the key update procedures, the authenticity of
the polynomials and secrets is protected by the hash chain



of the group manager. The key update packets can be
distributed in the network through true broadcast. Our ap-
proach does not require the group changes to be monotonic.

B. Safety of the approach

In the proposed mechanism, we use polynomials to
determine personal key shares so that perturbed positions
can be encrypted. For an external eavesdropper, since it
does not know the polynomials, it cannot get the encryption
keys. At the same time, since the fake IDs are randomly
generated by the wireless nodes, an eavesdropper cannot
link a real ID to a fake ID or any two fake IDs together.

An inside node cannot gain access to perturbed positions
for other groups since it does not know their polynomials.
Since a malicious node has to collect at least (t + 1)
different values to reconstruct a t-degree polynomial, we
can control the safety of the mechanism by adjusting this
parameter. The security issues during key updates have
been investigated in Section IV.A.

We adopt two mechanisms to prevent impersonation at-
tacks. First, the distribution of personal key shares prevents
an internal attacker from impersonating another node in the
same group. For example, for node u and v in G2, since
they have different personal key shares h1,2(u) and h1,2(v)
for G1, node v cannot send false position information to
impersonate node u. Second, we use a variation of the
TESLA approach [17] to allow both location servers and
position requesters to authenticate the origin of perturbed
positions. Since hash functions have the one-way property,
knowledge of a hash entry proves its identity before the
hash value is disclosed. To reduce communication overhead
caused by hash value expiration, we can attach timestamps
to position distribution and query packets to improve the
estimation accuracy of the end-to-end delay.

Location servers and position requesters have to tem-
porarily buffer the position information before the corre-
sponding hash value is disclosed. Malicious nodes may use
this short period of time to conduct DoS attacks by sending
a large number of fake position packets. Mechanisms to
defend against such attacks are under investigation.

The group manager plays an important role in the
proposed approach and different mechanisms can be used
to generate it. If a pre-distributed infrastructure exists, the
manager generation procedure can take advantage of those
special nodes. For example, in a cellular–ad hoc integrated
system, the base stations can manage the membership and
generate new keys for every group. In a self-organized
environment, a variation of the secure leader election
algorithms for ad hoc networks [23] can be adopted.

C. Overhead analysis

In this part, we will investigate the storage, computation,
and communication overhead of our approach.

As illustrated in Table I, the proposed mechanism will
cause a very small amount of storage overhead at each
node. If we assume that there are d groups in the network,
a wireless node needs to store d t-degree polynomials to
calculate personal key shares of other nodes, d personal
keys to encrypt perturbed positions, and the first entry of its
hash chain. To enable key updates during group changes,
it needs to store up to log(n) values in the logical key
hierarchy, and (d − 1)m values for personal key updates.
Therefore, the node needs to store (d(t + 2) + log(n) +
(d − 1)m) values in Fq for its own operations.

In addition to storing secrets for its own operations,
every node has a certain probability to become location
servers of other nodes. If we assume that wireless nodes
are randomly and evenly distributed in the whole network
area S, and the radius of a VHR is r, on average every node
will be a location server for πr2

S n nodes. It has to buffer
their perturbed positions and respond to location queries.

The description in Section III has shown that our ap-
proach avoids those complex operations such as exponen-
tial computation. On the contrary, the light weight oper-
ations such as symmetric encryption and hash calculation
are widely used. There are two operations that we need to
pay a close attention. First, a node may need to verify a
digital signature when it receives a hash chain certificate
for the first time. It can then use the last entry in the hash
chain to authenticate other entries. Second, when a new
personal key is distributed, a node may need to evaluate
several polynomials. We can use the method proposed in
[24] to reduce the computation overhead.

Fig. 1. Route through perturbed position.

The communication overhead at different phases of our
approach must be investigated respectively. During the
position information distribution and query procedures, we
need to transmit more data than traditional LBR protocols
since positions with different perturbations must be sent.
At the same time, multiple message authentication codes
must be sent to allow both location servers and position
requesters to authenticate the sender. During the data
delivery procedures, more communication overhead will
be introduced by the protocol since the data packets will
first be transmitted to a perturbed position. If we assume
that the perturbed position can be as far as R from the real
destination, the data packets will travel up to 2R longer
than the traditional LBR protocols, as shown in Figure



1. We can adjust the perturbation level R to balance the
communication overhead and achieved privacy. A majority
of the broadcast traffic during key updates comes from the
distribution of polynomials and logical key hierarchy. The
choices of the parameters t and l must be jointly considered
with the safety of our approach. We can use CKDS [25] to
replace LKH to further reduce communication overhead.

D. Achieved privacy

Although our approach does not depend on any specific
perturbation methods, in the following analysis we assume
the adoption of spatial cloaking and k-anonymity. During
the perturbation procedure, we assume that the real position
of the node can be replaced by any point within R.
If the nodes are evenly and randomly distributed in the
network, on average there will be πR2

S n nodes in the
perturbation area. If we represent the perturbation area of
node u as pert(u), the set of nodes Tu whose perturbation
areas overlap with pert(u) can be represented as Tu =
{v|pert(v) overlap pert(u)}. Therefore, u can generate
fake positions to hide itself in Tu. A wireless node can
passively estimate the node density and determine the size
of its perturbation area to control the size of T .

V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we propose a mechanism to achieve con-
figurable location privacy in position based routing for
MANET. A wireless node can control the perturbation level
of its positions and the nodes that can gain access. We
present the details of position distribution, position query,
and data delivery procedures. We use polynomials and per-
sonal keys to control access to position information. Hash
chain based authentication is adopted to prevent imper-
sonation attacks. We also present the details of key update
operations during group changes. The safety, overhead, and
achieved privacy of the approach are investigated.

We propose to extend our approach from the following
aspects. First, malicious nodes can still trace the data
packets if they can eavesdrop on the whole network and
conduct traffic analysis attacks. We propose to study this
vulnerability and design prevention methods. We will use
the entropy-based measurement to investigate how node
movement will impact their location privacy. Finally, we
will conduct systematic simulation to investigate the com-
munication overhead and achieved privacy.
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